This is awesome news!

I'm glad to hear that you have the teaching experience for Air Scent SAR! Over the past month we've started working a few scenarios with off lead trailing. We still work the dog the same way we would with a lead, but it allows them the freedom to move thru the building faster. We stay with the dog…no grid work….but they need to be scent specific.

A scenario would be: Subject leaves from vehicle. We trail thru a neighborhood on lead. When we we arrive to the building the K9 ID's the subjects scent on the door (instruction needed).  Once inside the building the K9 is released from the lead and gets back to work off lead. The K9 has to locate the correct subject inside the building….even if it is contaminated with other people. It must not ID on the wrong subject…..only the person from the original scent article.

We already practice scent discrimination on lead with scent lineups  and split trails where the K9 must ID the right person and have great success. However we have no air scent experience, so we are at a loss on how to even start with recalls and ID's. I know we don't want them to just walk into a building and start ID'ing every person they find. It needs to be scent specific.

Of course we'll need some off lead obedience to go along with all of that to make it functional! Downs, Stays, Leave-Its and the whole spectrum of off lead dog training.

I am sure you can come up with some amazing lesson plans for us. After we've built up the skills in the classroom we could possibly move the classes to larger buildings for some realistic scenarios and further execute our trainings with your help!

We'd also like to work with:

dog vs dog aggression and distractions
fear issues (dark places, loud noises, scary people)
basic obedience (polishing)

Could we plan for 2-3 month class (January-Feb-March 2012) on Mon(2), Tues(3) or Wednesday(1-best) nights around 7ish? If week nights are a no go ( I am sure you'll be booked with xmas puppies) Sunday nights at 6 would also work.

Having given a general idea of what we'd like to work on, I'd like to get a estimate of what the cost may be for this type of class. Is there a difference in the number of dogs(4-5-6)? Is there a difference for what day it's scheduled on? Is there a difference for the length of the class?

I'll be presenting this to the team tomorrow for the 2012 budget, it doesn't need to be exact, just a ballpark figure. I know it's short notice, so if you'll need more time to figure it out…no worries :)

Thanks again for the opportunity to train with you!

Jason
